Expressions are derived for matrix elements of the Hamiltonian operator for spin-coupled wave functions in molecular systems having an even number of electrons. Orthogonality of spatial orbitals is not assumed, and the coupling scheme can be specified at will. Relations to other methods are noted briefly.
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An electronic wave function of the general form '1S,MS;k = /N! at0N es ,MS;k)
is known as a spin-coupled wave function. In this expression, a is the usual antisymmetrizing projection operator, acting on both space and spin coordinates; the function 4boN is a simple Hartree product of spatial orbitals where two Young-Yamanouchi functions of, respectively, N -M and M particles are coupled together to form a resultant, SMs, by means of the usual Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. In this basis, the matrices for both SN-M and gM appear in fully reduced form, the index k on the left-hand side now being understood to refer to a quartet of symbols { SiS2kik2}. Using the basis (3), one may derive the following form for a function (1) in which the last M electrons are decoupled:
The 
